MULTIFIT WIPER BLADES
New Multi Fit Wiper Blades
The all new range of Lucas Multi Fit wipers offers a solution
for customers looking for an increased vehicle coverage from
a smaller range of stock :
Extensive Range
Over 90% vehicle parc coverage from just 14 part numbers.
Plus, new packaging includes additional short codes to aid
stock identification.
Simple MultiFit Installation
Blades are pre fitted with the most popular universal adaptor
with all other interchangeable adaptors included in the box
Performance and Style
Aerodynamic centre spoiler increases down-force and high
quality graphite coated rubber gives smooth, quiet
performance straight out of the box
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MULTIFIT INTERCHANGEABLE ADAPTOR
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UNIVERSAL ARM FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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BENZ ARM FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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NEW PUSH BUTTON ARM FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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MULTI FIT ADAPTOR FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
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CLEAR VISION FLAT BLADES

Lucas Clearvision Flat Blades are at the forefront od wiper
blade technology. Featuring a sleek design and the most
durable materials, Lucas Clearvision Flat Blades are the
blades of the future.
Almost any car can have a Lucas Clearvision Flat Blade
fitted, regardless of the OE style, due to the technology
behind the blade adaptors. Each blade is supplied with a
standard fit adaptor to allow easy replacement of otherwise
bespoke blade.
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CONVENTIONAL WIPER BLADES

New to the Lucas Conventional range are 23 Commercial
Vehicle blades covering size up to 40“ ( 1000 mm ).
Lucas offers a new series of conventional blades – Lucas
Eco Blades. The Lucas Eco blade series consist of 13 part
numbers from size 280 mm ( 11“ ) to 600 mm ( 24“ ). This
conventional blade wiper offers a qality product at
competitive price.
Lucas Conventional blades undergo a series of test to
uphold the high quality expected from Lucas product.
This level of quality is verified not only by
the achievement of QS – 9000 manufacturing
Certification and E-certification, but with also with
The prestigious TÜV approval.
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CONVENTIONAL WIPER BLADES

New to the lucas Conventional range are 23 Commercial
Vehicle blades covering size up to 40“ ( 1000 mm ).
Lucas offers a new series of conventional blades – Lucas
Eco Blades. The Lucas Eco blade series consist of 13 part
numbers from size 280 mm ( 11“ ) to 600 mm ( 24“ ). This
conventional blade wiper offers a qality product at
competitive price.
The range of conventional style blades replaces standard
blades, spoiler blades, wash kit blades, super tension
blades, bespoke adaptor blades and rear blades.
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LUCAS CLEARVISION PRO Hybrid Wiper
Blades
A combination of the sleek looks of a spoiler blade combined
with the wiping performance of a conventional blade blade
the Hybrid wiper blade offers the highest quality
performance.
The Lucas Hybrid Wiper Blade range consist of 10 popular
part number and offers a direct replacement for OE blades
and also an upgrade for both the conventional wiper blade
and modern flat blade.
The blade includes both a universal fitment and an all in one
multi fit OE adaptor.
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CLEAR VISION FLAT BLADES Retro

Lucas Clearvision Flat Blades are at the forefront od wiper
blade technology. Featuring a sleek design and the most
durable materials, Lucas Clearvision Flat Blades are the
blades of the future.
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REAR WIPER BLADES
Lucas Rear Wiper Blades provide a direct
replacement for worn out, broken or inefficient
blades for the majority of vehicles. The style of the
wiper matches the original equipment supplied at
the point of manufacture.
Replacing an old windscreen wiper with a Lucas
Conventional blade couldn't be easier as the correct
adaptor comes pre-fitted and features an easy-toinstall mechanism with full fitting instructions.
Lucas Conventional Blades undergo a series of
stringent tests to uphold the high quality expected
from a Lucas Product. This level of quality is verified
not only by achievement of QS-9000 manufacturing
certification and E-certification, but also with the
prestigious TUV approval.
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLE WIPER BLADES

Lucas offers 23 commercial wiper blades from size 16“
(41cm) to 40“ (100cm). Each is manufactured to the highest
standard expected of the Lucas brand. Both hook and saddle
type fitments are available with a range of multi – use
adaptors.
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